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Travelport and ARC partner to simplify and increase ancillary sales for
airlines
13 December 2016
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New EMD ticketing solution for airline codeshare and interline launches with Air
Canada

Travelport (NYSE: TVPT), a leading Travel Commerce Platform and provider of advanced IT
solutions to the airline industry, announced today that Airlines Reporting Corporation (ARC)
has begun using Travelport EMD Interchange, a new electronic miscellaneous document (EMD)
ticketing solution that simplifies messaging requirements between ARC’s Interactive Agency
Reporting (IAR) tool and airlines’ EMD databases. EMD Interchange also allows airlines to
expand their reach and increase revenues by expanding ancillary sales to their codeshare and
interline partners, both quickly and cost effectively.
Travelport’s EMD Interchange is a technologically advanced product with a simple mission: Act
as an “interpreter,” translating and converting diverse versions of XML or EDIFACT into the
single electronic language standard preferred by each airline. EMD Interchange is a oneconnectivity solution, allowing airlines to use their existing communication lines, regardless of
distribution system or technology, to implement EMD Interchange, reducing complexity and
maintenance costs.
EMD Interchange is available to every airline carrier that issues EMDs through Travelport’s
travel commerce platform. ARC projects 70-plus carriers are likely to adopt EMD Interchange
over the next three years, based on requests and interest ARC has received so far. Air Canada,
one of North America’s largest airlines, is the first carrier to adopt and use EMD Interchange.

Travel agents also benefit from airline carriers adopting and implementing EMD Interchange.
Airlines can easily establish and synch EMD messaging directly between their EMD database
and ARC’s agency reporting tool, IAR. Travel agents selling ancillaries can then void, refund, or
cancel refund transactions directly in IAR for airline carriers.
Dan Westbrook, Travelport’s Vice President and General Manager for Air
Commerce Technologies, said:
“Travelport EMD Interchange allows airline carriers to grow revenue as interline, codeshare,
and alliance partners sell more ancillaries on the airline’s behalf. EMD easily adheres to
industry-defined standards using a single message connection and provides seamless service
delivery to travelers. This increases customer satisfaction and drives greater customer loyalty.”
Shelly Younger, ARC’s Manager for Settlement Services added:
“Travelport EMD Interchange helps ARC fulfill our commitment to connecting the world,
allowing air carriers to seamlessly and instantly process EMD messaging. We are happy to
launch this solution from an industry-leader like Travelport to provide airline carriers like Air
Canada with a single messaging standard and connection that grows revenues while reducing
complexity and costs.”

About Travelport
Travelport is the technology company which makes the experience of buying and managing travel continually
better. It operates a travel commerce platform providing distribution, technology, payment and other
solutions for the global travel and tourism industry. The company facilitates travel commerce by connecting
the world’s leading travel providers with online and offline travel buyers in a proprietary business-to-business
(B2B) travel platform.
Travelport has a leading position in airline merchandising, hotel content and distribution, car rental, mobile
commerce and B2B payment solutions. The company also provides IT services to airlines, such as shopping,
ticketing, departure control and other solutions. With net revenue of over $2.5 billion in 2018, Travelport is
headquartered in Langley, U.K., has over 3,700 employees and is represented in approximately 180 countries
and territories.
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